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Emerging 
Production of Writing
 

 
Conventions of Standard English
 

Standard IXL skills

Determine the main idea 1. Use key details to determine the main idea   NHQ

2. Determine the main idea of a passage   RD9

Draw relationships between sentences 1. Match causes with effects   76M

Use a logical progression of ideas 1. Put the sentences in order   5SF

2. Identify time-order words   Y2J

Standard IXL skills

Use coordinating and subordinating
conjunctions

1. Identify coordinating conjunctions   UXW

2. Identify subordinating conjunctions   N2X

Avoid pronoun-antecedent errors 1. Identify personal pronouns   K8V

Use possessive nouns 1. Identify plurals, singular possessives, and plural
possessives   QAZ
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Close 
Production of Writing
 

 
Conventions of Standard English
 

Standard IXL skills

Use sentences to support the main idea 1. Select the detail that does not support the topic
sentence   WXK

Write concluding sentences

Put information in a logical order 1. Put the sentences in order   KWL

2. Use time-order words   QDD

Standard IXL skills

Avoid pronoun-antecedent errors 1. Replace the noun with a personal pronoun   ESB

Use possessive nouns 1. Form the singular or plural possessive   74E
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Ready 
Production of Writing
 

 
Conventions of Standard English
 

Standard IXL skills

Use sentences to support the main idea Analyze sentence purpose
1. Determine the order of events in informational

texts   ZXC

2. Compare and contrast in informational
texts   UNG

3. Match causes and effects in informational
texts   PN7

4. Match problems with their solutions   T8Y

Organize information
5. Organize information by main idea   U2Q

Support the main idea
6. Complete the opinion passage with an

example   L6W

7. Complete the opinion passage with a
reason   LJX

Write topic sentences 1. Choose topic sentences for narrative
paragraphs   SJM

2. Choose topic sentences for expository
paragraphs   GHA

Write concluding sentences 1. Choose the best concluding sentence   68D

Put information in a logical order 1. Use time-order words   V2M

2. Order the words to create a sentence   ZQG

Standard IXL skills

Use conjunctions 1. Use coordinating conjunctions   TCZ

2. Use subordinating conjunctions   QWF
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Use the correct form of subjects, verbs, plural
nouns, and pronouns

Subject-verb agreement
1. Is the subject singular or plural?   EH8

2. Use the correct subject or verb   FZR

Irregular plural nouns
3. Form and use irregular plurals   PFL

Pronoun case
4. Choose between subject and object personal

pronouns   KQJ

Use comparative and superlative adjectives 1. Identify comparative and superlative
adjectives   5JQ

Choose between frequently confused words 1. Homophones with pictures   84T

2. Identify homophones   5GY

3. Use the correct homophone   VNC

Use correct capitalization and punctuation Commas
1. Commas with a series   DRN

2. Commas with dates   58U

3. Commas with the names of places   2ES

Capitalization
4. Capitalizing the names of people and pets and

titles of respect   CJJ

5. Capitalizing days, months, and holidays   NJJ

6. Capitalizing the names of places and geographic
features   XNK

7. Capitalizing titles   KCY
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Exceeding 
Production of Writing
 

 
Conventions of Standard English
 

Standard IXL skills

Use sentences to support the main idea 1. Select the detail that does not support the topic
sentence   3X2

2. Show character emotions and traits   SCZ

3. Combine sentences by adding key details   YH6

Use transition words 1. Choose the best transition   5HN

Put information in a logical order 1. Use linking words to complete a passage   EBL

2. Create varied sentences based on models   MPJ

Standard IXL skills

Use conjunctions 1. Create compound sentences   T49

Use the correct form of subjects, verbs, plural
nouns, and pronouns

1. Use the correct subject or verb – with compound
subjects   TQ7

2. Compound subjects and objects with "I" and
"me"   Q5Z

Use comparative and superlative adjectives 1. Use adjectives to compare   AED

2. Spell adjectives that compare   5LM

Use prepositions 1. Identify prepositions   ZQR

2. Identify prepositions and their objects   CTW

Avoid capitalization and punctuation errors Commas
1. Commas with direct addresses and after

introductory words   8L3

2. Commas: review   UA2

Capitalization
3. Capitalizing proper adjectives, nationalities, and

languages   UYC
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4. Capitalization: review   NFE

Use apostrophes to form possessives 1. Identify and correct errors with plural and
possessive nouns   ZNU

Punctuate dialogue using quotation marks 1. Punctuating dialogue   SYD
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